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Vulcan LC Industrial Telephone 16 Keys (VSB16)

Product Name: Vulcan LC Industrial Telephone 16 Keys (VSB16)

Manufacturer: -

Model Number: VSB16

Please Note: This product is no longer available. To find an alternative, please take a look at
Norphonic solutions.

Vulcan LC Industrial Telephone 16 Keys (VSB16)
The Vulcan LC Industrial Telephone is designed to  withstand the challenges of the most
demanding  industrial environments and is among the sturdiest  heavy duty telephones available.
Vulcan LC VSB16 Key Features

ï¿½ Tough steel construction provides impressive vandal and mark resistance
ï¿½ Durable polycarbonate/PBT moulded handset with inductive coupling (hearing aid
compatible)
ï¿½ Chrome plated armoured cord
ï¿½ 16 button diecast zinc alloy engraved keypad, including four programmable memory keys
ï¿½ Intelligent call barring and fraud prevention
ï¿½ Automatic fault and service status reporting
ï¿½ 105dba ultra-loud ringer &ndash; ideal for noisy industrial and production sites
ï¿½ Compatible with direct exchange lines, analogue PBX extensions and VoIP analogue
adaptors

This vandal and mark resistant telephone with in-built  advanced features included as standard, is
designed  to last which makes it the ideal heavy usage solution for  production plants, oil, gas and
chemical processing  plants, university campuses, shopping centres and  transportation terminals.
Vulcan LC VSB16 - Technical Specifications
USER AND OPERATOR FEATURES

ï¿½ MEMORY OPERATION:     The keypad has 4 coloured programmable keys (red, yellow,     
green and blue)     l 3 password protected supervisor memory stores enables      secure dialling to
3 dedicated numbers upon entering the      password     l An off hook &lsquo;hot dial&rsquo;
memory button enables autodial once      the handset is lifted     l Local or remote programming of
memory stores 

ï¿½ CALL BARRING: The Vulcan LC can be programmed to bar      or allow calls to different
number prefixes, eg permitting calls to      a PBX&rsquo;s extension number whilst barring other
call types from      the keypad. These call restrictions can be overridden by      programming
numbers into the memory stores.

ï¿½  INTELLIGENT FRAUD PREVENTION: Included as standard,      the built-in intelligence
prevents the use of tone diallers, ring      back frauds and other fraud types. This enables the
Vulcan LC      to operate on a direct exchange line without risking chargeable      call fraud. 

ï¿½ AUTONOMOUS REPORTING - FAULT &amp; &lsquo;OK&rsquo; STATUS:     l Simple
Reporting is offered an all Vulcan models providing an      &lsquo;I&rsquo;m OK&rsquo; to
indicate the telephone and line is in working order      and available for making calls.     l Reporting
can be pre-set to specific time intervals     l The reporting telephone number can be programmed
locally      or remotely (for models without a keypad programming      details need to be supplied
with purchase order)     l The optional Standard Reporting provides an additional      report to
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monitor service affecting faults such as jammed or      super glued keys or faulty handsets     l
With Standard Reporting, notification of faults can be emailed      or text to a specified person 

ï¿½ ULTRA LOUD RINGER: A 105dBA loud ringer ensures that a      Vulcan LC can be heard in
even the noisiest of environments.      The ringer can be reduced to low for quieter sites or turned
off if      required. 

MECHANICAL FEATURES

ï¿½ CONSTRUCTION: High impact 3mm steel casings with an    electrostatic powder coated
finish offering a vandal and mark    resistant front face. Supplied with a separate steel wall plate   
ensures simple and secure wall mounting. 

ï¿½ HANDSET: 9mm hard wearing polycarbonate and PBT      handset with a stainless steel
armoured cable. The receiver is      provided with inductive coupling capabilities in conformance    
 with ITU recommendation P37.

ï¿½ KEYPAD: The 16 button keypad is zinc alloy diecast with      engraved and filled numerals
that will not fade or wear out. A      raised pip on the number five key button for blind and partially  
   sighted users. The keypad layout is in accordance with ITU      recommendation E161.     A long
life elastomeric key mat is utilised on the keypad which      provides a splash/waterproof
membrane.

ï¿½ HANDSET CRADLE: The handset cradle is sealed and      moulded in polycarbonate and
PBT, with the additional benefit      of magnetically sensing the proximity of the handset when     
placed in the cradle.

COMPATIBILITY

ï¿½ ANALOGUE: The Vulcan LC is compatible with direct exchange lines, analogue PBX
extensions and VoIP analogue    telephone adapters (ATA&rsquo;s). 

ï¿½ SIP: The Vulcan LC SIP model utilizes Grandstream 701 with a      separate PoE extractor.

ï¿½ GSM: The Vulcan LC GSM model utilizes a GSM Wavecom      Wismo 218 module

SPECIFICATION

ï¿½ 280mm x 170mm x 150mm (HxWxD)

ï¿½ 2.1 Kg Weight

ï¿½ Operating Environment: -30C to +70C and up to 95% non-condensing humidity. IP55 rated.
SIP version includes a 3m patch cable.

ï¿½ WEEE Compliant
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ï¿½ ROHS Compliant

Please Enquire
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